
  
  

Townsend   and   Koropuku   Huts,   Arthur’s   Pass   National   Park   
  

The   Taramakau   River   offers   a   broad   easy   avenue   of   bouldery   riverbed   interspersed   with   grassy   river   terraces.   
In   dry   weather   the   rivers   should   be   low   and   easy   to   ford   (if   not,   this   trip   is   a   no-go).   After   reaching   Kiwi   Hut,   a   
steep   750m   climb   begins   to   Townsend   Hut   through   often   thick   bush.     
The   hut   sits   in   the   subalpine   zone   and   on   open   tussock   flats.   From   its   1140m   vantage,   Townsend’s   northerly   
view   encompasses   all   the   Kaimata   Range,   crowned   by   the   massive   bulk   of   Mt   Alexander   (1958m),   and   the   
great   trench   of   the   Taramakau   Valley.     
The   route   continues   west,   sidling   slopes   to   the   first   basin   directly   beneath   Mt   Koeti   and   then   around   to   a   
second   basin   from   where   a   short   steep   climb   leads   to   the   narrow   pass   between   Pt1681   and   Pt1686,   leading   
into   Koropuku   Creek   at   just   over   1600m.   Drop   into   the   basin   and   into   a   moderately   tricky   descent   down   a   
steep   rib   and   bluffs   to   enter   thick   scrub   and   then   Koropuku   Creek.     
Mostly   easy   walking   ensues   with   the   occasional   diversion   through   monkey   scrub   to   reach   the   short   trail   to   
Koropuku   Hut.   
Climbing   out   of   Koropuku   is   not   easy.   There’s   a   track,   but   it   climbs   in   and   out   of   a   400m   deep   jagged   defile   
that   follows   the   line   of   a   creek   bed,   complete   with   waterfalls   which   the   track   bypasses   on   several   steep   
sections.   It’s   an   unrelenting   ascent,   which   gets   even   steeper   near   the   top   despite   the   map   showing   an   easing   
gradient.   It   tops   out   at   a   series   of   small   tarns   near   Pt1259   which   lead   over   two   high   shoulders   to   the   track   
descending   to   the   Otehake   Valley.     
A   long   800m   descent   to   the   valley   floor   follows,   then   a   ford   of   the   Otehake   and   a   brief   climb   to   the   large   basin   
and   Lake   Kaurapataka.     
It’s   easy   walking   out   from   here,   down   the   red   beech   terraces   of   Pfeifer   Creek   to   the   Taramakau   and   its   open   
flats   and   riverbed   
  

Wild   File  
Access    Off   SH73,   9.5km   north   of   Otira   at   marked   car   park   by   the   road.   Take   care   with   fording   the   Otira   and   
never   attempt   after   heavy   rain.   
Grade    Moderate   
Time    Three   days.   Ro   Townsend   Hut,   5-6hr;   To   Koropuku   Hut,   6hr;   To   SH73,   8-10hr   
Distance    31.9km   
Total   ascent    2090m   
Accommodation    Townsend   Hut   (free,   four   bunks),   Koropuku   Hut   (free,   four   bunks)   
Topo50   map    BU20,   BU21,   BV21   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   
possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   discretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   

track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   is   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route.   Users   should   use    GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   their   way     
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Townsend   and   Koropuku   Huts,   Arthur’s   Pass   National   Park.   Map   1   and   3   
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Townsend   and   Koropuku   Huts,   Arthur’s   Pass   National   Park.   Map   2   
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